
Section 10  Other industrial material 
 

Metal working 
 

Ceramic 
 
Crucibles 
8567-74 are all fragments of crucibles.  Where illustrated (8568-9 and 8573) they are small, deep bag-
shaped vessels. 
 
Mould 
8575 is recorded as a bell-shaped structure retaining lead.  The fired clay coin mould (Barker et al 
1997,  267 fig. 644) does not occur in the database print-out. 
 

Lead alloy 
 
7646 and 7648 were identified as plumber’s rods. 
 

Stone 
 
The small finds appendix (Barker et al 1997, 254) records an ingot mould in this category which is 
presumably 8445, It also records a stone coin mould and gives an incorrect figure reference. There is 
no stone coin mould in the database print-out and the discussion of the coins makes no reference to 
such an items. It is presumably the fired clay mould noted under ceramic above. 
 
 

Shale working 
 
7319 is the waste core from a lathe-turned bracelet and there was also one raw lump of shale (7318). 
 
 
 

Bone working 
 
Utilitarian waste material is defined as pieces which are not recognisable as artefacts, or as having 
been used but showing to a greater or lesser degree evidence of working marks as opposed to butchery 
marks.  The distinction between the former and the latter is not easy.  The evidence of sawing is taken 
to indicate utilitarian waste and not butchery pieces since saws were not introduced into butchery until 
the late 18th century.  At Southampton there were no saw marks on butchered bones from Anglos-
Saxon contexts (Bourdillon and Coy 1980) and this evidence is extrapolated into the Roman period by 
Greep (1983) and MacGregor (1985).  The utilitarian waste may indicate the presence of a 
manufacturing site and may show methods of manufacture used and the tools involved. 
 
Utilitarian waste is not a homogeneous material but can be divided into three types following Greep 
(1983, 34) – unworked waste, worked waste and unfinished objects. At Wroxeter all of the three types 
are represented.  The distinction between the categories is not always clear especially between the 
second and the third.   
 
Type 1 -  unworked waste (54 examples). 
This type includes pieces that were not intended to be used and so are by-products of manufacture, i.e. 
working waste. They are recognisable by their sawn ends. Antler waste tends to consist of sections of 
beams and tines, while bone waste  is of sawn-off epiphysies  from long bones and metapodials. One 
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example has perforations which are probably modern (Bev Meddens pers. comm.), possible the result 
of excavation procedure.   Short sections of long bones are also represented here as well as bone chips 
produced from the whittling and shaping of unworked bones. Database numbers for this type are 
1951-2003, 2014. 
 
Type 2 – worked waste (57 examples) 
These pieces show more working than just sawn ends. This type also includes roughouts, raw material 
cut into shapes but subsequently discarded. At Wroxeter irregular roundels of bone may represent 
trimmings from objects or may be counter roughouts.  They all consist of slices of compact bone. The 
pin roughouts consist of strips of bone with knife-cut surfaces.  If heads are evident, then they are 
catalogued under type 3, unfinished objects. 
 
This type shows a great range of degree of ‘working’; from a few knife cuts and sawn ends on antler 
tines and bones, to the drilling of longitudinal holes and a knife-cut smooth surface as seen on 2016. 
Antler rings with their central tissue removed may well represent offcuts from handles.   
 
Other pieces are very similar to Type 1 waste.  For example, slivers of bone produced from the 
whittling of objects are worked waste since they show prepared surfaces which were done before the 
whittling began (2011-3). Database numbers for this type are 2004-2060, 2093. 
 
Type 3 – unfinished objects (9 examples). 
The division between heavily worked Type 2 waste and Type 3 waste can be very fine.  Greep 
confusingly includes roughouts in this type as well as crude form, broken objects and very nearly 
finished objects.  The reason for their discard is not always apparent. 
 
At Wroxeter an unfinished sword hilt guard (2066), a pendant and Type A2.1q pins have been 
included in this type.  The guard consists of a compact long-bone shaped to form a thick oval plate 
which lacks a central rectangular perforation for the sword tang.  Greep’s classification includes four 
types, and this is probably of Type 4, i.e. flattened oval guards which are found in small numbers in 
late Roman and Saxon contexts (Greep 1983, 104).  It is similar to a guard from Caistor by Norwich 
(Myers and Green 1973, fig. 64 no. 7).  No finished hilt guard were recovered from Wroxeter.  An 
incisor tooth shows a sharpened root and probably represents an unfinished pendant of Type D4.  
There are also strips with strong knife cuts and crudely pointed heads which may represent unfinished 
Type A2.1 pins. Database numbers for this type are 2061-9. 
 
Type 2/3 – (4 examples). 
Some waste pieces are not clearly of one type or the other.  These include antler tines with smoothed 
and polished surfaces (2070-73). 
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